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Time for
exchange
Redesigning living environments together
at imm cologne 2022

imm-cologne.com

Dear imm cologne
exhibitors and
co-creators, …
… In January 2022, a new era of faceto-face encounters finally dawns for
the international interiors scene! After
two years apart, interior professionals,
decision-makers and opinion leaders
in our industry are yearning to meet
in person to exchange ideas, establish
contacts and design the living environments of tomorrow together. imm
cologne 2022 is the perfect setting
for that. This is where people, ideas
and approaches network for success,
and where the most important trends
and innovations in interior design are
shared and driven forward. Let’s take
the specific opportunities that only
face-to-face interaction can offer. We
are looking forward to receiving your
registration for imm cologne 2022!
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Welcome to
imm cologne 2022
Get off to a flying start with us
again – at imm cologne 2022, the
business platform that brings together the right people in the
right place at the right time.
Nowhere else is the list of exhibitors as fascinating and diverse
as it is here, nowhere else do so
many of the industry’s top decision-makers gather together for a
creative exchange and to unleash
the power of their business. An
overview of the benefits for you:
imm cologne ...
... is not only a business trade
fair, it also generates business.
... combines a wide-ranging visitor
profile with top decision-makers.
... brings the industry together on
an international level.
... boasts an extremely broad and
diverse list of exhibitors.
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... is the perfect stage for highprofile presentations of new products – and for turning those into
new business.
There’s no business like ... more
business. Tap into the optimism
of an entire industry and choose
imm cologne 2022 as your forum.
Let’s meet, talk and share our
passion for innovation – let’s do
business together. The time for
face-to-face communication has
finally arrived again!
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imm cologne
in figures
Solely on the basis of its unparalleled
spectrum of offerings, imm cologne
continues to be the most important
forum for the international interior
design industry. And this incredible
diversity meets an equally unparalleled demand. The figures from the
last edition of imm cologne speak for
themselves!

Trade visitors

Visitor structure

66%

83%

by economic region

from Europe (excluding Germany)

1,233 exhibitors

(more than one category may apply)

Retail trade
(Kitchen retailers, furniture importers/exporters,
furniture and interior design retailers, e-commerce
and mail order trade)

6%
EFTA

from 53 countries

42%
10%

Planners
(architects, interior architects, contract furnishers)

Eastern Europe

76%
24%

of exhibitors
from abroad

129,451 visitors
from 139 countries

of exhibitors
from Germany

27.9%

of trade visitors
from abroad

Exhibitors and visitors at the
last edition of imm cologne

37.6%
34.,5%

of end consumers
from Germany
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of trade visitors
from Germany

12%

30%

Manufacturers

Asia, Oceania

2%

North America

8%

Skilled trades

1%

Central and South America

3%

Middle East, Africa
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Time for
real inspiration
imm cologne 2022 boasts a balanced mixture of established and
new formats that make it even
more attractive to participate.
Hall 11 will feature a very special
highlight: We will be looking back
at ten successful years of “Das
HAUS” – with an edition called
“Das Apartment HAUS”, which
will be of particular interest to
experts from the hospitality sector. With Sebastian Herkner, Luca
Nichetto and the designer team
Truly Truly, we will be presenting and celebrating sophisticated
solutions for approaches to the
communal living of the future.
Also newly integrated in Hall 11
you’ll find Pure Platforms, a format that stages exciting lifestyle
brands for living accessories and
furniture, lighting solutions, colours and related interior design
product ranges in a compact, inspiring way.
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2022 will also see the launch of
Connect, imm cologne’s new platform for connected living. Connect is sharing Hall 4.2 with Pure
Architects, a segment of the trade
fair that focuses on the bathroom
as well as the topics of architectural room and lighting concepts.
Both formats further sharpen imm
cologne’s profile as a holistic interiors event – you’ll find further information on the following pages!
Get your business ready for the
challenges of tomorrow today and
register as an exhibitor at imm
cologne 2022 now:

www.imm-cologne.com/
application
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Making
navigation easy
imm cologne brings about encounters that are, quite simply, perfect. With the
Home and Pure interior worlds, we are moving away from traditional product
halls and are instead creating diverse and inspiring themed areas in which visitors can easily and efficiently find exactly those providers that are relevant for
them. To this end we have also further improved clarity and navigation across
the trade fair grounds and in the halls.

The design
of the future: PURE

What is HOME today?
The way we see our own four walls
has profoundly changed in recent
months. The home has become even
more important for many people,
both as a place of retreat and as a
place of work. The Home interior
world covers all aspects of a fresh,
modern lifestyle. This is where visitors will find extensive interiors
ranges with a “consumer-focused”
orientation for price-conscious to
discerning target groups. Home includes the following themed areas:
-H
 ome Sleep – the entire world of
sleep
-H
 ome Settings – clever furniture for
young lifestyles
-H
 ome Scenes – furniture for sophisticated comfort
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In times of upheaval, we feel both a
longing for the familiar and a desire
for improvement and change. This
conflict is an enormous opportunity
for the design industry. The chance
to combine traditional design with
visionary ideas, to innovatively blend
the best of both worlds and thereby
create something entirely new that
nevertheless feels familiar. The exclusive Pure interior world shows
what happens when top international brands translate this opportunity
into ground-breaking avant-garde
designs. Pure includes the following
themed areas:
- Pure Atmospheres – Holistic interior philosophies by major design
brands
- Pure Editions – Visionary product
concepts with edition character
- Pure Architects – Design with a focus on the bathroom as well as the
topics of architectural room and
lighting concepts.
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Design concepts for
tomorrow’s living
environments
Pure Architects
The Pure Architects themed area
provides inspiration and material
for the creative work of interior design professionals. Here, providers
of design-oriented room concepts
present their ground-breaking innovations and solutions to architects,
buyers and bathroom and lighting
designers. In this way, this themed
area offers real added value to a
variety of top-level visitor groups at
imm cologne. Don’t miss out on this
opportunity as an exhibitor! The focus of Pure Architects is on the bathroom and architectural room and
lighting concepts.
Exhibitors from the bathroom segment are offered the unique opportunity to present their creative ideas
for modern bathrooms in the context
of an international interiors show.
Premium brands such as Laufen,
Vola, Geberit, Dallmer, Bette, Klafs,
Effegibi, burgbad and Antoniolupi
have already successfully used the
format. Pure Architects is a meeting
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place for sanitary ware brands that
address an exclusive, trend- and design-conscious audience.
The second focus of Pure Architects is technical lighting solutions.
Lighting design is presented with
architectural lighting solutions that
are integrated into the room. The
presentations are supplemented and
combined with solutions in the area
of building technology by brands
such as Jung and Gira. imm cologne
visitors can also discover architectural ranges for floors, walls and
ceilings in Hall 4.2 – including premium surfaces in natural stone and
wood, as well as carpets, fabrics,
flooring, colours and wallpapers.

Connect
Connect is the new platform for
connected home & living at imm
cologne. This is where the connection with cross-sector industries that
are already shaping our living environments – and which will become
increasingly important in future
– comes to life. These cross-sector
industries include home electronics & smart home, the energy and
construction industries, the field
of healthcare, insurance and financial services providers, mobility
solutions, IT & software, as well as

the entire value-added chain of the
furniture industry from suppliers to
retailers. For our partners and visitors, Connect is a trade fair, conference and networking event all at
the same time. Interaction and exchange with cross-sector industries
generates fresh momentum for the
interiors industry; suppliers and retailers become an active part of the
trade fair. And Connect also delivers
relevant, exclusive content that all
participants can use for their own
work and communications.

Smart Village
At the thematic heart of Connect
stands the Smart Village, which has
been bringing together companies
from different sectors in a special
event since 2017. Companies that
have already participated include
BEGA, BMW, Dornbracht, Google,
Grohe, Hailo, LG, Medisana, Miele,
Nobilia, Rehau, Rheinenergie, Samsung, Sonos, Tesla, Viessmann, Vodafone and many more. Connect is
developing the Smart Village special
event into an integral part of imm
cologne, and is seeking to establish a
strong community for all design-relevant aspects of digitalisation.
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The complete
package
Pure

Home

Pure Atmospheres

Home Scenes

Holistic interior philosophies by
major design brands; Das Apartment-HAUS; the attractive stand
construction concept of Pure Platforms.

Pure Editions
Innovative interior and luminaire
design, product concepts with special character.

Pure Architects
The design-oriented themed area
within the Pure interior world
with a focus on the bathroom and
architectural room and lighting
concepts; The Stage.

Modern furniture for sophisticated
living comfort − inspiration for lifestyle-oriented living environments:
sitting room suites, armchairs,
divans, standalone sofas, convertible couches, bedrooms and dining
rooms.

imm-cologne.com

11.1, 11.2,
11.3

Pure Atmospheres

4.2

Connect

4.2

Pure Architects

2.1

DesignFest
by blickfang
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Pure Editions
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Home Scenes

4.1, 5.1,
5.2, 7, 8

Home Settings
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Entrance East
Congress Centre East
Status: 03.2022
Subject to alterations

Home Settings
Clever furnishing solutions for
young lifestyles – Home Settings
focuses on ready-to-go furniture:
sitting room suites, armchairs,
divans, standalone sofas, convertible couches, bedrooms and dining
rooms.

Home Sleep
The whole world of sleep: the mattresses and sleep systems, boxspring beds and water beds presented in the interior world of Home
Sleep provide innovative sleeping
comfort.
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the interior business event
17.– 23. 01. 2022

Connect
Connect

Smart Village

The new platform for the connected
homes and living: innovative appliance technology, smart applications
for connecting the kitchen and the
home; the interface to energy management, mobility, logistics, telecommunications, healthcare, technology and culture.

The Smart Village presents a realistic implementation of smart home
technologies for architecture and
interior design in showcase living
spaces.
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Your contact persons
for imm cologne 2022:

Yvonne Mueller

Julia Bachmann

Sales Manager
Tel. +49 176 1256 2680
Pure Atmospheres: Halls 11.1, 11.2, 11.3
Pure Editions: Halls 2.2, 3.2

Sales Manager
Tel. +49 176 1256 2800
Pure Platforms: Halls 11.1, 11.2,11.3
Connect: Hall 4.2

y.mueller@koelnmesse.de

j.bachmann@koelnmesse.de

Vanessa Pinger

J. Bernd Voss

Sales Manager
Tel. +49 221 821-3583
Home Scenes: Hall 6
Home Settings: Halls 5.2, 7, 8
Home Sleep: Hall 9

Sales Manager
Tel. +49 176 1256 2894
Pure Architects: Hall 4.2
Pure Scenes: Halls 10.1, 10.2
b.voss@koelnmesse.de

v.pinger@koelnmesse.de

Chin Ying Sung-Heitz
Sales Manager
Tel. +49 176 1256 2850
Home Settings: Halls 4.1, 5.1
c.sung-heitz@koelnmesse.de

Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1, 50679 Köln
Germany
Tel.+49 221 821-2089
imm@koelnmesse.de
imm-cologne.com

